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6 1q4  .Co has parabolic subgroups of the shape 3 2 M and 3 Sp 3 ? 2. Lyons'1 12 4
5 . 2q 4simple group Ly has parabolics of the form 3 M = 2 and 3 A D . We will11 5 8
characterize these parabolics and similar ones found in subgroups of Co using the1
amalgam method. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group, p a prime, S a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and
 .B s N S . A parabolic subgroup of G is a proper subgroup of G whichG
contains a conjugate of B. Consider the set J of parabolic subgroups of G
ordered by inclusion; then J becomes a partially ordered set called the
parabolic geometry of G. In the case where G is a finite simple group of
Lie type in characteristic p, J is the usual building given by Lie theory.
The parabolic geometry may be viewed as a generalization of the concept
of a building to an arbitrary group. In recent years the parabolic geometry
 .in particular for p s 2 has been used to study, construct, characterize,
and prove uniqueness of many of the sporadic finite simple groups. The
 .parabolic geometries again for p s 2 also play an important role in the
ongoing revision of the classification of the finite simple groups, in
particular in the so-called quasi-thin and uniqueness cases.
While parabolic subgroups have most intensively been studied for p s 2,
 .many interesting examples exist besides the groups of Lie type for
w xarbitrary primes. In RS , Ronan and Stroth determined all the minimal
parabolic geometries for all the 26 sporadic groups and all primes. One of
the most interesting series of examples arises for the prime p s 3 and G
being the first Conway group Co .1
6 1q4  . Co has parabolic subgroups of the shape 3 2 M and 3 Sp 3 ? 2 we1 12 4
.will explain this notation later .
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5 .Lyons' simple group Ly has parabolics of the form 3 M = 211
and 32q4A D . These parabolics have been used by M. Aschbacher and5 8
Y. Segev to prove the uniqueness of the Ly.
It is the goal of this paper to characterize these parabolics and some
similar ones found in subgroups of Co .1
Let B be the largest normal subgroup of G contained in B; then B isG G
contained in all the parabolic subgroups of G and thus acts trivially on the
parabolic geometries and so the parabolic geometry carries out informa-
tion only about GrB . Also when B is contained in a unique maximalG
parabolic subgroup of G, the parabolic geometry becomes disconnected.
So let us assume that B s 1 and that P and P are parabolicG 1 2
 :subgroups of G containing B, with G s P , P , for example two differ-1 2
ent maximal parabolic subgroups of G. Then we see that G, P , and P1 2
fulfill the following statements:
 .A P and P are finite subgroups of G.1 1 2
 .  :A G s P , P .2 1 2
 .  .  .  .A Let S g Syl P l P and B s N S ; then B s N S ,3 p 1 2 P l P P1 2 i
 .i s 1, 2. In particular S g Syl P , i s 1, 2.p i
 .A No non-trivial normal subgroup of G is contained in B.4
 .  .  .If G, P , P fulfill A ] A , we say that G is an amalgamated product1 2 1 4
of P and P .1 2
We remark that we allow G to be infinite in this definition in order to
cover the case where G s P ) P , the free amalgamated product of P1 B 2 1
 w x .  .and P over B see S for a precise definition . Notice that if G, P , P is2 1 2
 .an amalgamated product then also P ) P , P , P is an amalgamated1 B 2 1 2
product in our sense.
 .To any amalgamated product G, P , P we can associate a graph G1 2
whose vertices are the cosets of P and P in G and two cosets are1 2
adjacent if they are distinct and have non-empty intersection. We remark
 .that if B s N S then the graph G can be embedded into the parabolicG
geometry of G.
w xThe amalgamated method introduced by Goldschmidt G and refined
w x w x w xby Stellmacher St . Delgado DS , and Timmesfeld T uses G as a tool to
define important subgroups of B and as a bookkeeping device to deter-
mine relations between the subgroups. This method has proven very
successful in determining the structure of P and P assuming the action1 2
 .  .of P and P on their neighbours D P and D P , respectively, in the1 2 1 2
graph G is given.
Assume for simplicity that P l P s B which will always be true for1 2
.  . p9 .  Pi: 1.G s P ) P . Let Q s O P , L s O P s S , and P rQ s1 B 2 i p i i i i i
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 . 1.C L rQ . Then it is easy to see that P is precisely the kernel of theG r Q i i ii i
 .  .action of P on D P and L acts transitively on D P . Hence the groupi i i i
 .L rQ carries most of the information about the action of P on D P andi i i i
 .we then refer to the pair L rQ , L rQ as the type of the amalgamated1 1 2 2
 .product G, P , P .1 2
The main task of the amalgam method can now be described as
 .  .determining P , P from the type L rQ , L rQ . For example, the1 2 1 1 2 2
w x  .main part of Goldschmidt's paper G determines the structure of P , P1 2
  .  ..of type Sym 3 , Sym 3 for p s 2.
For the remainder of this paper we will work under the following
hypothesis:
 .  .  .P G, P , P is an amalgamated product of type Q, C for p s 31 2
so that:
 .  .P Q ( PSL 9 , M , M , or 2 ? M ,0 2 11 12 12
 .  .  . 4 1q4  .P C ( PSL 3 , SL 3 , A , 2 ? A , 2 A , 2 A , PSL 9 ,1 2 2 5 5 5 y 5 2
 .  .  .SL 9 , Sp 3 , or PSp 3 ,2 4 4
 .   ..  .P C O P F O P for i s 1, 2.2 P 3 i 3 ii
Before we state the main theorem we introduce the following notation:
G ; 3d1q? ? ?qdn H means that there exists a normal series
1 s H F H F ??? F H F G,0 1 n
so that for i s 1, 2, . . . , n, H rH are elementary abelian minimal nor-i iy1
< < dimal subgroups of GrH with H rH s 3 and GrH ( H.iy1 i iy1 n
 . <  . <Also, by G ; 2 ? H we mean that GrZ G ( H, Z G s 2, and
 .Z H F H9.
We are now able to state our main result.
 .THEOREM. Under hypothesis P the possible pairs L , L are as follows:1 2
 .  4  . 1q4 .i 3 PSL 9 , 3 2 ? A ,2 5
 .  4  . 1q4 1q4 .ii 3 PSL 9 , 3 2 A ,2 y 5
 .  6 1q1q1q2q2q1  ..iii 3 2 ? M , 3 SL 3 ,12 2
 .  6 1q4  ..iv 3 2 ? M , 3 Sp 3 ,12 4
 .  5 1q1q2q2  ..v 3 M , 3 SL 3 ,11 2
 .  5 1q4  ..vi 3 M , 3 SL 9 ,11 2
 .  4  . 1q2q2  ..vii 3 PSL 9 , 3 SL 3 ,2 2
 .  5 1q1q4 .viii 3 M , 3 2 ? A ,11 5
 .  6  . 1q1q4  ..ix 3 PSL 9 , 3 SL 9 .2 2
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 .  .Note that the examples for i ] ix can be found in G ( McL, Co , Co ,2 1
 .  .Co , Suz, Co , U 3 , Ly, and PSp 9 , respectively. We will see later that1 3 4 4
w xall the cases occur when b s 1 and Z , Z s 1 where the notation ina a 9
this remark will become apparent momentarily.
2. PROPERTIES OF Q, C, AND THEIR MODULES
In this section we will list some of the properties of the groups Q and C
and their modules.
 .A non-abelian p-group P p a prime is called extra-special if
F P s Z P s p. .  .
There are two extra-special groups of order 25; one, denoted by 21q4,q
contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 8 and the other one,
1q4  wdenoted by 2 , does not. It is a well-known fact see, for example, Go,y
x.5.5.2 that
21q4 ( Q ) D ,y 8 8
where ) denotes the central product.
 .  .A Steiner system S l, m, n is a pair V, B , where V is a set of size n,
B is a set of subsets of size m called blocks and such that every subset of
size 1 in V lies in a unique member of B.
w xBy W , there exists a unique, up to isomorphism, Steiner system of type
 .S 5, 6, 12 .
 .Let S s S 5, 6, 12 . Define then the Mathieu group on 12 points to be
the group
pM s Aut S s p g Sym 12 B is a block for all blocks B . 4 .  .12
Define M to be the stabilizer of a point in M . Then M is11 12 11
4-transitive on eleven points and its corresponding Steiner system is
 .S 4, 5, 11 .
 .LEMMA 2.1. a M is sharply 5-transiti¨ e on 12 points, i.e., M is12 12
5-transiti¨ e on 12 points and the stabilizer of any fi¨ e points in M is the12
identity group.
 . < < 6 3b M s 12 ? 11 ? 10 ? 9 ? 8 s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 11.12
 .c The normalizer of a Sylow 3-subgroup of M has orbits of lengths 312
and 9 and therefore if an in¨olution acts on these it has a fixed point.
 .d M has two classes of in¨olutions, say D and D . Moreo¨er12 1 2
x g D1
if and only if x fixes a point,
if and only if x fixes four points,
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if and only if x belongs to a normalizer of a Sylow 3-subgroup of M ,12
if and only if x lifts to an in¨olution in 2 ? M .12
w x w xProof. A and Gr .
Notation 2.2. To avoid repetitions we will use the following notation
throughout:
 .X ( 2 H means that either X ( 2 ? H or X ( H. Similarly, X (
1q.4  .  .  .2 A will denote a group X such that XrO X ( A , O X rO X 95 2 5 2 2
<  . <is the even permutation module on five letters for A , and O X 9 s 1 or5 2
2, respectively.
DEFINITION 2.3. Let X be a finite group. Slightly abusing the standard
definition we will say that X is 3-stable provided that the following
 .condition holds: If V is an irreducible GF 3 X-module and A F X is such
w x w xthat V, A, A s 1 then V, A s 1.
LEMMA 2.4. Let Y be a finite group. Then:
 .a The following statement is equi¨ alent to Y being 3-stable: let V be
 . w x  .  .any GF 3 -module and A F Y with V, A, A s 1. Then AC V rC V FY Y
  ..O YrC V .3 Y
 .  .b Y is 3-stable if and only if YrO Y is 3-stable.3
 .c If e¨ery element of order 3 in Y lies in a perfect simple 3-stable
subgroup of Y then Y is 3-stable.
 .Proof. a Suppose first that Y is 3-stable and let V and A be as in
the statement. Let W be any composition factor for Y and V. Then
w x w xW, A, A s 1 and so by the definition of 3-stable, W, A s 1. Hence
 .  .   ..AC V rC V F O YrC V .Y Y 3 Y
Suppose next that the statement holds and let V be any irreducible
 .   ..GF 3 Y-module. Then O YrC V s 1 and so by the statement A F3 Y
 .C V and Y is 3-stable.Y
 .  .b It is clear, since O Y acts trivially on every irreducible3
 .GF 3 Y-module.
 .  . w xc Suppose that V is a GF 3 Y-module and a g V with V, a, a s 1.
3 < <Then a s 1 and we may assume that a s 3. Then a g X F Y, where X
w xis perfect and 3-stable. Then W, a, a s 1 for any composition factor W
w x  X :for X on V and so W, a s 1 and since X s a , X is simple, and
w xW, X s 1 we have
V , X , . . . , X s 1^ ` _
 .n-times
w x w xfor some n and since X is perfect, V, X s 1 and V, a s 1.
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w x  .Remark 2.5. It follows directly from Go, p. 111 that PSL 3 , A , and2 5
 .PSL 9 are all 3-stable. It is also easy to see that any element of order 3 in2
 .M or 2 M lies in a subgroup A of these groups and since A is11 12 5 5
 . 43-stable, 2 ? 4 implies that so are M and 2 M . Finally, 2 A is 3-stable11 12 5
as it contains A which in turn contains a Sylow 3-subgroup of 24A .5 5
 .DEFINITION 2.6. A GF 3 X-module V is called an FF-module for X if
 .C V s 1 and if there exists a non-identity 3-subgroup A of X such thatX
< < <  . < < <V r C A F A .V
LEMMA 2.7. If X has an irreducible FF-module then X is not 3-stable.
wProof. It follows from Thompson's Replacement Theorem; see Go,
x8.2.4 .
 .  . 4 1q4  .LEMMA 2.8. Let X ( Q, PSL 3 , 2 A , 2 A , 2 A , or PSp 3 . Then2 5 5 y 5 4
X does not ha¨e an FF-module.
 . 4Proof. The proof for Q, PSL 3 , A , and 2 A follows from 2.5 and 2.72 5 5
 . w xand the proof for PSp 3 can be found in M . So we only worry about the4
1q4  .cases 2 ? A and 2 A , namely, the cases where XrO X ( A .5 y 5 2 5
 .Let V be as faithful irreducible GF 3 X-module. Let A be a non-trivial
<  . < < <3-subgroup of X and suppose that VrC A - A . We want a contradic-V
< < < < < <tion. First, A s 3 since X s 3 where X denotes the 3-part of X.3 3
 .We can choose d , d g L where X ( L rQ of order 3 such that1 2 b d d
 :  .  .  .D [ d , d has a quotient A . Since C D s C d l C d has1 2 5 V V 1 V 2
 .codimension less than or equal to two in V and since GL 3 is solvable, D2
w xacts trivially on V, a contradiction since V, d / 0. Hence X does not1
have an FF-module.
 .  .  .DEFINITION 2.9. a Let X ( Sp 3 . A faithful GF 3 X-module W is4
 .called a natural Sp 3 -module for X, if W carries the structure of a4
 .4-dimensional symplectic space over GF 3 which is invariant under the
action of X.
 .  k .  .b Let X ( SL 3 and W a faithful GF 3 X-module. Then W is2
 k .called a natural SL 3 -module for X if W carries the structure of a2
 k .2-dimensional vector space over GF 3 invariant under the action of X.
It is worth mentioning at this point that
A ( PSL 3 and 2 ? A ( SL 3 , .  .4 2 4 2
A ( PSL 5 and 2 ? A ( SL 5 , .  .5 2 5 2
A ( PSL 9 and 2 ? A ( SL 9 , .  .6 2 6 2
and
U 2 ( PSp 3 and 2 ? U 2 ( Sp 3 . .  .  .  .4 4 4 4
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 .  .  .Remark 2.10. i SL 3 has a unique faithful irreducible GF 3 -2
module; moreover, this module is an FF-module and its order is 32.
 .  .  .ii PSL 9 has four irreducible GF 3 -modules; their dimensions2
are: 1, 4, 6, and 9.
 .  .  .  .iii Let X s SL 3 , SL 9 , or Sp 3 and let V be an FF-module.2 2 4
Then
V s V , Z X [ C X .  .V
w  .x  .  .  .and V, Z X is a natural SL 3 , SL 9 , or Sp 3 -module, respectively2 2 4
w xM, pp. 469 and 470 .
 .iv M has two irreducible modules of dimension less than or11
equal to eight; moreover, both have dimension five and they are dual to
w xeach other J .
 .  .v 2 ? M has a unique non-trivial irreducible GF 3 -module of12
dimension less than 10; moreover this module has dimension six and is
faithful; in particular, M does not have any non-trivial module of12
w xdimension less than 10 J .
 .  .  .  .  .LEMMA 2.11. Let G ( P SL 3 , P SL 9 , M , or 2 M . Then G2 2 11 12
has no automorphism of order 2 centralizing a Sylow 3-subgroup.
w xProof. Well known; see, for example, A .
 .LEMMA 2.12. Let X be any of our groups Q or C, S g Syl X and1 3
 .  .B s N S . Then B is irreducible on Z S ; in particular B is irreducible1 X 1 1 1 1
 .  .  . 4 1q.4  .  .on S for X ( P SL 3 , 2 A , 2 A , 2 A , P SL 9 , or M .1 2 5 5 5 2 11
< < < <Proof. If X s 3 then S s 3 and the lemma holds trivially. If3 1
X ( 2 M or P Sp 3 then Z S s 3 .  .  .  .12 4 1
and
 :if X ( PSL 9 ( A then S s 123 , 456 .  .  .  .2 6 1
and
 :B s S 1425 36 .  .1 1
 .  .and the lemma holds for PSL 9 and so also for SL 9 .2 2
 . < < <  . <Since PSL 9 F M and M s PSL 9 it also holds for M .3 32 11 11 2 11
 .  . < <LEMMA 2.13. Let H g Q, T g Syl H , t g Aut H with t s 2,3
w  . x tN T , t F T , and T s T. Then t is an inner automorphism.H
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 .  .Proof. Suppose first that Z H s 1. View H as a subgroup of Aut H .
 .  .Suppose H s PSL 9 . By 2.12, N T is irreducible on H and so t2 H
either inverts T or centralizes T. Now the same is true for any involution z
 .in N T . Hence by 2.11, both t and z invert T and so, again by 2.11,H
 .tT s zT and t g H. If H s M , Aut H s H and we are done. If H s11
 .  .  w x.M , N T rT ( C = C and N T rT ( D see A ; hence no12 H 2 2 AutT . 8
 .  .  .element in N T R Inn H centralizes N T rT.AutT . H
 .If Z H / 1 then by the previous case, t induces an inner automor-
 .  . w y1 xphism s* on HrZ H . Pick s in H with sZ H s s*. Then s t, H F
 . w y1 xZ H so s t, H, H s 1. Since H9 s H, the 3-subgroup lemma now
w y1 ximplies s t, H s 1.
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.14. Let H s PSL 9 , M , or 2 M and T F R g Syl H2 11 12 3
< <with T s 9. Then:
 .  g:a H s R, R for some g g H.
 .  .  g:  g:  g:b If H s 2 M then H s T , R9 s T , T s R, R9 for12
some g g H.
Proof. Note first that
 .  .  .  . .:) PSL 9 ( A s 123 , 125 3462 6
 .  .and in particular a holds for H s PSL 9 .2
Clearly the statement for M implies the statement for 2 ? M and we12 12
may assume now that H s M or M .11 12
 .  .  .Let V, B be a Steiner system of type S 4, 5, 11 and S 5, 6, 12 , respec-
 . < <tively, with H s Aut V, B . Let D F T with D s 3 if H s M and11
D s R9 if H s M . Then, in any case, D F T and D normalizes a block12
 .  .  .B g B. Hence N B ( Sym 5 or Sym 6 , respectively. In the M case,H 12
 4.   ..N B, V R B ( Aut A interchanges the two conjugacy classes ofH 6
 .  .  .:  .elements of order 3 in N B . Hence, using A s 123 , 345 and ) ,H 5
 .  g:respectively, N B 9 s D, D for some g g H.H
 4.It is easy to see that N B, V R B is the unique maximal subgroup ofH
 .  w x.  4.H containing N B 9 see, for example, A . Since R g N B, V R BH H
 .  .by Lagrange's Theorem , a is proved.
 .  .  .Also, b holds unless T F N B . So assume H s M and T F N B .H 12 H
Then T has four orbits of length 3 on V. Let X be a set of size two in V
 .  .  .  .normalized by D. Then T g N X , N X ( Aut A , and N X 9 sH H 6 H
 g:  .  .  g:D, D for some g g N X by ) . H s T , D and the lemma isH
proved.
 .LEMMA 2.15. The normalizer of a Sylow 3-subgroup is maximal in SL 32
 .  .and in SL 9 ; for Sp 3 the maximal o¨ergroups of a normalizer of a Sylow2 4
 .  .3-subgroup are N E and N E where E , i s 1 or 2, is the i-dimensional1 2 i
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singular subspace of W normalized by the Sylow 3-subgroups W any natural
 .  ..GF 3 -module for Sp 3 .4
w xProof. C, 8.3.2 and 11.3.2 .
3. PROPERTIES OF THE GRAPH G
In this section we will define a graph G and we will list some of its
properties.
 < 4DEFINITION 3.1. Let G s P x x g G, i s 1, 2 . From now on, smalli
Greek letters will always denote elements of G. Make G into a graph by
defining a to be adjacent to b if and only if a / b and a l b / B. Then
G operates on G by right multiplication.
 . n.For d g G let G s Stab d , G s largest normal subgroup of Gd G b d
 .fixing all vertices of distance at most n from d and D d the set of all
vertices adjacent to d .
LEMMA 3.2. Let i s 1, 2. Then:
 . xa G s P .P x ii
 .b The edge-stabilizers in G are conjugate to B.
 .  .c Let d s P . Then D d ( P rB as a G -set; in particular, G isi i i i d di i
 .transiti¨ e on D d .i
 .  .  :d Let d , l be an edge; then G s G , G .d l
 .e G acts faithfully on G.
 .f G is connected.
 .  .  .Proof. Parts a , b , and d follow directly from the definitions; we will
now prove the rest of the claims.
 . w  .xc DS, 2.1 c .
 . ge Let g g G be such that g s g for all g g G. Then P g s Pi i
and therefore g g P . Also, if h g G then g g h s g for all g g G. Hencei
 G:  .g F B and the claim is proved by A .4
 .f Let G be the connected component of G containing P . Then0 1
 .  :  .  .also P g G . By a , P , P F N G and A implies G s G .2 0 1 2 G 0 2 0
 .Notation 3.3. Let d , denote the usual distance on the graph G.
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For d g G and i G 1,
 i. .   . 4D d s l g Grd d , l F i ,
 .Q s O G ,d 3 d
  .  .:Z s V Z T rT g Syl G ,d 1 3 d
  .:V s Z rl g D dd l
  . 1.4b s min d d , d 9 rZ g G ,d d 9g G d d 9
 4b s min b ,d 9g G d 9
 .G s G l G and Q s Q l Q if d g D l .dl d l dl d l
 . 1.  .A pair of vertices d , d 9 such that Z g G and d d , d 9 s b is calledd d 9
a critical pair.
The bounding of the parameter b which we just introduced will allow us
to deduce a considerable amount of information about P and P .1 2
 .LEMMA 3.4. a G acts edge- but not ¨ertex-transiti¨ ely on G.
 .b G is finite.d
 .  .c C Q : Q .G d dd
 .  .  .  .d If a is adjacent to b then Syl G l G : Syl G l Syl G .3 a b 3 a 3 b
w xProof. DS, p. 73 .
 4Remark 3.5. Notice that as G acts edge-transitively, b s min b , ba b
for any pair of adjacent vertices a , b. Thus, we are allowed to choose a , b
 4  4such that b s b F b and G , G s P , P . In particular, G l G s Ba b a b 1 2 a b
 .  .and S g Syl G l Syl G .3 a 3 b
 . 1.Let a 9 g G such that d a , a 9 s b and Z g G . Let p be a path ofa a 9
length b from a to a 9. We label the vertices of p by
p s a , a q 1, . . . , a q b s a 9 y b , . . . , a 9 y 1, a 9 , .  .
 .  .i.e., a q i resp. a 9 y i is the unique vertex in p with d a , a q i s i
  . .  .resp. d a 9 y i s i . Furthermore, from 3.2 c we may assume that
b s a q 1 if b G 1.
 .  :Note also that if Q s Q for some d g D l then Q e G , G s G, ad l d d l]
contradiction. Hence
Q / Q ;d g D l . .d l
 .LEMMA 3.6. Let d , l be an edge and N a subgroup of G such thatd , l
 .  .  4N N acts transiti¨ ely on D m for m g d , l . Then N s 1.Gm
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w  .xProof. See DS, 3.2 .
LEMMA 3.7. For d g G,
 . 1.a Q F G .d d
 .  .b Z F Z Q l V ; in particular, b G 1.d d d
 . w xc Z F G and Z , Z F Z l Z .a 9 a a a 9 a a 9
 .  .  .d Z / V Z T , T g Syl G .a 1 3 a
 .  .   ..e If S g Syl B and V Z S is centralized by a subgroup R of G3 1 b
 .  .which acts transiti¨ ely on D b then Z L s 1.a
 . 1.f G rQ is a p9-group.d d
 .  .  .Proof. a Let l g D d and T g Syl G . Then0 3 dl
Q s O G F T F G . .d 3 d 0 l
 . 1.Hence Q g G ;l g D d and therefore Q F G .d l d d
 .b Z F V is immediate from the definitions. Now show that Z Fd d d
 .  .  .Z Q . Since C Q F Q it is enough to show Z F C Q . Let T bed G d d d G d 0d d
a Sylow 3-subgroup of G containing Q . Then Q s Q g F T g for everyd d d d 0
 .  .g g G . Hence Q F T for every T g Syl G . As T centralizes Z T sod d 3 d
 . w xdoes Q for every T g Syl G . Thus, by the definition of Z , Z , Q s 1d 3 d d d d
 .  . 1.and Z F C Q . In particular, by a Z F G and so a / a 9 andd G d a ad
b G 1.
 . 1.c Minimality of b gives Z F G F G . In particular, Z nor-a 9 aq1 a a 9
w x w xmalizes Z . Hence Z , Z F Z . Similarly, Z , Z F Z .a a a 9 a a a 9 a 9
 .  .  .d Assume that Z s V Z T for some T g Syl G . Hence S sa 1 3 a
T g for some g g G and thereforea
ggV Z S s V Z T s V Z T s Z , .  .  . .  .  . .1 1 1 a
where the last equality holds because Z eG . Thus Z F Z . Sincea a a b]
1. 1.  .Z g G we get that Z g G and since d a 9, a s b y 1, we get aa a 9 b a 9
contradiction to minimality of b.
 .  .e Let R be a subgroup of G that acts transitively on D b andb
  ..such that V Z S is centralized by R. Then1
V Z L F C Q F Q F S. .  . .1 a G a aa
  ..   ..   ..Hence V Z L F V Z S and therefore V Z L is also central-1 a 1 1 a
  .  .ized by R. Thus, by 3.6, V Z L s 1 s Z L .1 a a
 .  4  .f Without loss of generality, d g a , b . Since B s N S we getGd
O B g Syl B ; .  .3 3
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 .  1.. 1.hence BrO B is a 39-group. Let Q s O G . Then, as G F B,3 3 d d
G1.rQ is a 39-group. Now Q is a normal characteristic subgroup of G1.d d
which is normal in G and so QeG . But Q is a 3-group. Thus Q Fd d]
 . 1.  . 1.  .O G eG and we conclude Q s O G . Thus G rO G is a 39-3 d d 3 d d 3 d]
group.
 .  .Remark 3.8. i By 3.7 b , Z g Q .a a 9
 . 1. .ii Z F G ;g g D d , B s G , Z F B, Z F B.d g a b a b
 .  .  .  .iii Also Syl B : Syl P l Syl P .3 3 1 3 2
 . X  .iv A Frattini argument gives L S s L and for m g D d , G sd d d
L G .d dm
 . w xLEMMA 3.9. 1 Z , Z , Z s 1,a a 9 a 9
 .2 V eG ;d g G,d d]
 .3 Z normalizes V .a a 9
 . w x w x w xProof. 1 Z , Z , Z F Z l Z , Z F Z , Z s 1.a a 9 a 9 a a 9 a 9 a 9 a 9
 .  . g g2 For « g D d and g g G , Z s Z F V asd « « d
 g .  g g .  .d « , d s d « , d sd « , d s 1.
 .3 It follows from V eG and Z F G .a 9 a 9 a a 9]
LEMMA 3.10. If b ) 2 then V is abelian.b
 .  4  .Proof. Let l, « g D b l b ; then d l, « F 2 - b so Z F Q andl «
w x w xZ , Z F Q , Z s 1.l « « «
w xHence V , V s 1.b b
 .  .LEMMA 3.11. If Z F Z L then Z F Z ;l g D d .d d d l
 .  .Proof. Let T g Syl G , l g D d . By a Frattini argument we now3 dl
have that
V Z T e L N T s G . .  .1 d G d] d
Hence,
GdZ s V Z T s V Z T F Z . .  . :d 1 1 l
 .  .COROLLARY 3.12. a Z g Z L .a a
 .  .b If Z F Z L then a is not conjugate to a 9.a a 9
 .  .Proof. Part a follows from 3.11 as Z g Z . For b notice that if aa b
 .  .  .were conjugate to a 9 then, since by a Z g Z L , we get Z g Z La a a 9 a 9
and we are done.
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 .  .COROLLARY 3.13. Z l Q / C Z if and only if Z F Z L .a a 9 Z a 9 a 9 a 9a
 .  .Proof. Assume first that Z l Q / C Z . By 3.15 c , Z F Q ,a a 9 Z a 9 a 9 aaw x  .so Z , Z s 1 and Z F Z L .a a 9 a 9 a 9
 .Conversely, let Z F Z L . Then, since Z F L and since Z g Q ,a 9 a 9 a a 9 a a 9
Z l Q / C Z . .a a 9 Z a 9a
 4LEMMA 3.14. Let d g a , b .
 .a Let A be a 3-subgroup of G with A g Q . Thend d
3  Ld:  Ld:O L F A and L s A Q . .d d d
 . < <b Let N eG with 3 di¨ iding NQ rQ ; then NG s G .d d d a b d]
 .Proof. Let L s L rQ . Since L s Q or C, L rO L is simple in alld d d d d 2 d
 .possible cases. Since A g Q and A is a 3-group, A g O L . Wed 2 d
L Ld d :  .  :conclude that A O L s L . Thus L r A is a 39-group. Since L2 d d d d
Ld :is generated by 3-elements, L s A and sod
 Ld:A Q s L .b d
 Ld:  .In particular, L r A is a 3-group and a is proven.d
 .  .b By a applied to a Sylow 3-subgroup of N, L F NQ , sod d
G s L G s NQ G s NG . .d d a b d a b a b
 .  .  .  .Remark 3.15. a By 3.12 a , Z g Z L and so by 3.14 aa a
 .C Z rQ is a 39-group.G a aa
 . w xb If Z F Q then Z , Z s 1 and soa 9 a a a 9
Z s C Z . .a Z a 9a
 .Hence Z l Q / Z and Z l Q / C Z .a a 9 a a a 9 Z a 9a
 .  .  .c If Z g Q then by a C Z s Z l Q and since wea 9 a Z a 9 a a 9a
have a complete symmetry between a and a 9 in this case, we get that
 .C Z s Z l Q .Z a a 9 aa 9
 .  .DEFINITION 3.16. a L s L rO L .d d 3 d
 .b Let K be a complement for S in B and
K s K l L and K s K l L .a a b b
 .  4c Let d g a , b . Let t be an element of order 2 in K withd d
 .  .t Q rQ g Z L rQ if L rQ is isomorphic to one of the groups SL 3 ,d d d d d d d 2
1q4  .  .2 ? A , 2 A , SL 9 , 2 ? M , Sp 3 ; otherwise let t s 1.5 y 5 2 12 4 d
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 .  .  .COROLLARY 3.17. Let d g D l and t / 1. If L rQ ( P SL 3 ,d l l 2
 .  .  .P SL 9 , M , or 2 M then t does not centralize SrQ .2 11 12 d l
Proof. Suppose t centralizes SrQ . Then 2.11 implies that t central-d l d
 .izes L rQ . By a Frattini argument L s C t Q . Similarly L sl l l L d l dl
 .C t Q and by 3.6 we get t s 1, a contradiction.L d d dd
LEMMA 3.18. Q is not contained in Q for any pair of adjacent ¨ertices dd l
and l.
 4  4Proof. Without loss of generality assume d , l s a , b . Assume that
Q is contained in Q . By 3.5 Q is properly contained in Q . Henced l d l
Q rQ is normal in B and as Q / S we get that B is not irreducible onl d l
 .  . 4 1q4SrQ . Hence by 2.12, L rQ \u PSL 3 , SL 3 , 2 A , 2 A , A , 2 ? A ,d d d 2 2 5 y 5 5 5
 .  .PSL 9 , 2 PSL 9 , or M and therefore2 2 11
L rQ ( P Sp 3 or 2 M . .  .  .d d 4 12
 .For g g G let M Q be the set of all maximal with respect to orderg
 .   .:  .abelian subgroups of Q and J Q s ArA g M Q , namely, J Q isg g g g
the Thompson subgroup of Q .g
 .  .  .If J Q F Q then clearly M Q s M Q and sol d d l
 :1 / J Q s J Q e G , G , .  .l d l d]
 .a contradiction to A . Hence,4
J Q g Q .l d
 .and there exists A g M Q with A g Q .l d
  .Gd:   .Gd:Now notice that V Z Q eG and therefore V Z Q cannot1 l d 1 l
U   .Gd:be normal in G . Let Z s V Z Q . Since Q is contained in Q wel d 1 l d l
 .  . U  .get that V Z Q F C Q F Q and therefore Z F Z Q . Hence1 l G d d d dd
ZU l A s ZU l A l Q .d d b
 U .Let X s C Z .G dd
 U .  .Suppose C Z g Q . Then 3.14 gives XG s G . Since V Z Q isA d d dl d 1 l
normalized by G and therefore by G as well and since it is alsol dl
 .normalized by X, we get that V Z Q is normalized by G and G , a1 l d l
 U .contradiction. Hence A l Q s C Z . Also, sinced A d
ZU l A s ZU l A l Qd d b
we now get
ZU l A s ZU l C ZU . .d d A d
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U  . < U  U . < < <Z A l Q is abelian. Hence Z C Z F A . Then we haved d d A d
U U U U U U< < < <A G Z C Z s Z C Z r Z l C Z Dd .  .  .d A d d A d d A
U U U< <s Z C Z r Z l A . .d A d d
< U < < U < < < <  U . <Hence Z r Z l A F A r C Z and sod d A d
U U U U< < < < < <UZ rC A F A rZ l A F A r C Z s AQ r Q . .  .d Z d d A d d dd
U  U .Thus Z is an FF-module for L rC Z and 2.8 givesd d L dd
L rQ ( Sp 3 . .d d 4
Now t centralizes SrQ and as Q - Q we get that t centralizesd d d l d
SrQ , a contradiction by 3.17 since L rQ g Q.l l l
Remark 3.19. If S / Q Q then B is irreducible neither on SrQ nora b a
on SrQ . Thus by 2.12b
L rQ , L rQ ( P Sp 3 , 2 M . 4 4  .  .  .a a b b 4 12
Hence either
S s Q Qa b
or
S / Q Q and L rQ , L rQ ( P Sp 3 , 2 M . 4 4  .  .  . . .a b a a b b 4 12
LEMMA 3.20. Any V has a non-central chief factor for L .d d
 . 3 .Proof. Let l g D d . If V has no non-central chief factor then O Ld d
 :centralizes Z and therefore Z e L , L , a contradiction to 3.6.l l d l]
4. THE CASE Z g Qa 9 a
In this section we work under the hypothesis Z g Q . Notice thata 9 a
under this hypothesis, we have a complete symmetry between a and a 9, so
 .Z g Z L .a 9 a 9
 .  .LEMMA 4.1. a Z l Q s C Z ; in particular b is e¨en;a a 9 Z a 9a
 .  .b Z l Q s C Z ;a 9 a Z aa 9
 . 3  ..c O C Z s Q ;G a aa
 . 39  ..d O C Z s Q andG ay1 ay1ay1, a
 . 39  ..e O C Z Z s Q l Q .G ay1 a a ay1a
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 .  .  .Proof. Part a follows from Z g Z L and 3.13; b follows froma 9 a 9
 .  .  .a and symmetry between a and a 9; c follows from 3.15; d is an
 .  .  .  .  .immediate consequence of c and 3.7 a ; c and d imply e .
 .  .DEFINITION 4.2. « s 1 if Z / V Z S and « s 2 if Z s V Z S .b 1 b 1
The main result in this section will be the following
PROPOSITION 4.3. b s 2 and « s 2.
 .   .  .  .4LEMMA 4.4. a L rQ ( L rQ g SL 3 , SL 9 , Sp 3 .a a a 9 a 9 2 2 4
 . w x  .b Z is an FF-module for L rQ , Z s Z , L [ V Z L anda a a a a a 1 a
w x  .  .  .Z , L is the unique natural SL 3 , SL 9 , or Sp 3 module for L rQa a 2 2 4 a a
respecti¨ ely.
 . w x w xProof. a Since Z , Z , Z s 1 and Z , Z / 1 and as Z g Qa a 9 a 9 a a 9 a a 9
we get that L rQ cannot be 3-stable. Similarly L rQ is not 3-stable.a 9 a 9 a a
Hence
L rQ ( L rQ ( SL 3 , 2 ? A , SL 9 , .  .a a a 9 a 9 2 5 2
21q4A , or P Sp 3 . .  .y 5 4
1q4  .I want to exclude the possibility of 2 ? A , 2 A , and PSp 3 . Without5 y 5 4
loss of generality we may assume that
< < < <Z Q rQ F Z Q rQ .a a 9 a 9 a 9 a a
Let V s Z and A s Z Q rQ . Thena a 9 a a
< < < <VrC A s Z rC Z s Z rZ l Q s Z Q rQ .  .V a Z a 9 a a a 9 a a 9 a 9a
< < < <F Z Q rQ s A .a 9 a a
 .Therefore Z is an FF-module for L rQ . Since 2 ? A , PSp 3 , anda a a 5 4
21q4A do not have an FF-module we conclude thaty 5
L rQ ( L rQ g SL 3 , SL 9 , Sp 3 . 4 .  .  .a a a 9 a 9 2 2 4
 .b follows from 2.10.
 .By 4.4, L fixes some symplectic form on Z with V Z L in itsa a 1 a
radical. In what follows ``H '' and ``singular'' are meant with respect to that
 .form on Z or also on Z .a a 9
 .H w x  .LEMMA 4.5. Let X F G . Then C X s Z , X q V Z L .a 9 Z a 9 1 a 9a 9
w xProof. As, 22.1 .
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 .  .DEFINITION 4.6. For L rQ ( SL 3 or SL 9 leta a 2 2
 4L a , a 9 s L s D a R b .  .
 .and for L rQ ( Sp 3 let E be the 2-dimensional singular subspace ofa a 4 a b
 .Z normalized by S and define L a , a 9 s L bya
w x w xL s a y 1 g D a rZ Hr Z , Z and E l Z , Z s 1 . 4 . ay1 a a 9 ay1, a a a 9
4.7. L / B.
 .  .Proof. For L rQ ( SL 3 or SL 9 , this is clear. So supposea a 2 2
 .L rQ ( Sp 3 and pick a singular 2-space in Z whose intersectiona a 4 a
w x w xwith Z , Z is 1 and is not perpendicular to Z , Z . Call this spacea a 9 a a 9
w xE and pick any 1-space in E which is not perpendicular to Z , Z , saya a 9
W.
 .  .Then N W l N E is the normalizer of a Sylow 3-subgroup of GG G aa a
 .and so there exists a y 1 g D a with Z s W and E s E. Thenay1 ay1, a
a y 1 g L.
 .  .  .LEMMA 4.8. If L rQ ( SL 3 or SL 9 then Z s C Z sa a 2 2 b Z a 9aw x  . w x  .  .  .Z , Z q V Z L s Z , Q q V Z L s C Q s C S .a a 9 1 a a b 1 a Z b Za a
w x  .Proof. By 4.10, Z , L is 2-dimensional over GF q , where q s 3a a
w x  . w x w xor 9, respectively. Hence Z , L , C Z , Z , Z , Z , Q , anda a Z a 9 a a 9 a ba
 .  .C Q are all 1-dimensional over GF q . Moreover,w Z , L x ba a
Z , Q s 1 s Z , Zb b b a 9
and the lemma follows.
 :LEMMA 4.9. Let a y 1 g L. Then G , Z s G .ay1, a a 9 a
 .  .Proof. If L rQ ( SL 3 or SL 9 , Lemma 4.8 impliesa a 2 2
w xZ , Z / 1ay1 a 9
and so Z g G . By 2.15, G is maximal in G and soa 9 ay1, a ay1, a a
 :G , Z s G .ay1, a a 9 a
 .  :So suppose L rQ ( Sp 3 and G , Z / G . By 2.15,a a 4 ay1, a a 9 a
 :G , Z normalizes Z or E [ E .ay1, a a 9 ay1 ay1, a
w xIf Z normalizes Z then Z , Z s 1 anda 9 ay1 ay1 a 9
Hw xZ F C Z s Z , Z , .ay1 Z ay1 a a 9a
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a contradiction. Thus Z does not normalize Z . Hence Z normalizesa 9 ay1 a 9
E and
w x w x w xZ , Z F E, Z F E l Z , Z s 1.ay1 a 9 a 9 a a 9
w xTherefore Z , Z s 1, a contradiction since Z does not normalizeay1 a 9 a 9
Z .ay1
 .  .LEMMA 4.10. « s 2. In particular Z is a natural SL 3 , SL 9 , ora 2 2
 .Sp 3 -module and Z F Z .4 b a
Proof. Suppose « s 1. Let a y 1 g L.
 .If Z g Q then a y 1, a 9 y 1 has the same properties asay1 a 9y1
 .a , a 9 , which cannot happen as the vertices alternate in terms of 3-stabil-
ity. Hence
Z F Q F G1. F Gay1 a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9
and
w x w xZ , Z l Q , Z l Q F G , Z , Z s 1.ay1 a 9 a a 9 a a 9 a 9 a 9
w xNow, 3-stability of G implies Z , Z l Q s 1 which givesay1 ay1 a 9 a
C Z s Z l Q F C Z . .  .Z a a 9 a Z ay1a 9 a 9
Hence
H HC Z F C Z .  .Z ay1 Z aa 9 a 9
and by 4.5,
w x w xZ , Z F Z , Z .a 9 ay1 a 9 a
Hence Z Z is normalized by Z and by G l G we get by choiceay1 a a 9 ay1 a
of a y 1 that Z Z eG and thereforeay1 a a]
C Z Z eG . .G ay1 a a]a
 . 39  ..By 4.1 e now O C Z Z s Q l Q and so we conclude thatG ay1 a a ay1a
Q l Q eG and Q l Q eG .ay1 a a b a a] ]
 Ga: w x w xLet L s Q . As Q , Q F Q l Q eG , L, Q F Q l Q F Q .b b a b a a a a b b]
 .  .Recall the definition of t see 3.16 now. Since Q g Q , 3.14 a impliesa b a
3 .that t g O L F L. Hencea a
 :  :w xt , Q F Q l Q F t Q l Q e t Q .a a a b a a b a a]
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and
2  :  :O t Q l Q F t Q l Q . .  . .a a b a a b
Thus
S 2 :  :  :t F t S l Q F O t Q l Q F t Q l Q l Q .  . .a a a a a a a a b a
F Q l Q F Q .a b b
Hence t centralizes SrQ , a contradiction by 3.17. Thus « s 2. Soa b
Z s V Z L s V Z S . .b 1 b 1
 .  .and by 3.7 e , V Z L s 1. So the last statement of the lemma follows1 a
 .from 4.4 b .
 .   . 4Notation 4.11. X s V Z Q , b s min d a , d rX g Q .a 1 a a d
LEMMA 4.12. b s b.
Proof. Z g Q and Z F X give X g Q . Hence b F b. Supposea a 9 a a a a 9
 .b - b and choose d a , d s b so that X g Q . Since b - b we geta d
V F G which impliesd a
w xV , X , X s 1.d a a
If d is not conjugate to a then G is not 3-stable and 3.20 gives X F Q ,d a d
a contradiction. Hence d is conjugate to a and so b F b implies Z F Qd a
w xand Z , X s 1, a contradiction to 4.1. Therefore the claim is proved.d a
4.13. X s Z .a a
1. .Proof. d a , a 9 y 1 - b s b gives X F Q F G F G whicha a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9
gives
w xX , Z l Q s 1.a a a 9
 . w  .x w x  .Hence by 4.1 a , X , C Z s 1 and by 4.5, X , Z F Z . By 3.14 a ,a Z a 9 a a 9 aa
 La:L s Z Qa a 9 a
w x w xand therefore X , L F Z s Z , t .a a a a a
 . w xNow: X s C t [ X , t ; but the first summand is normalized bya X a a aa w xL and the second is X , L s Z . Hencea a a a
C t F C L F V Z L s 1 .  .  .X a X a 1 aa a
which implies X s Z .a a
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Remark 4.14. The following are equivalent:
 . w xi Z Hr Z , Z ;ay1 a a 9
 .  .ii C Z s 1.Z a 9ay1
Define now Y U and Y byb b
Y UrZ s C Q rd g D b . ; .b b Z r.Z bd b
and
Y s C O3 L . . .b Z ba
w U xNote that Y , Q F Z .b b b
4.15. If b ) 2 then Y U F Z .b a
Proof. Let a y 1 g L. Since Y U F V F G by minimalityay1 ay1 a 9y2
w U xof b we have Y , Z F Z . Now Z is centralized by Zay1 a 9y2 a 9y2 a 9y2 a 9
w U x w U xsince b ) 2 and therefore Y , Z F Y , Q F Z anday1 a 9y2 ay1 ay1 ay1
w U x  . UY , Z F C Z s 1. But then Y F Q F G and sinceay1 a 9y2 Z a 9 ay1 a 9y2 a 9y1ay1
 . w U xb ) 2 implies that V is abelian see 3.10 , we get Y , V , Va 9y1 ay1 a 9y1 a 9y1
w x  .F G , V , V F V 9 s 1 anda 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1
w U xY , Z l Q , Z l Q s 1.ay1 a 9 a a 9 a
 Va 9y1:  .Look at V now. For d g D a y 1 and g g V F G we haveay1 a 9y1 a
d d g , a s d d g , a g s d d , a F 2. .  .  .
 g . gHence d d , a y 1 F 3 and since b G 4 we get that Z F Q l Qd a ay1
and
 Va 9y1:V F Q l Q .ay1 a ay1
Therefore
U UVa 9y1 : w xY , V F Y , Q F Z .ay1 ay1 ay1 ay1 ay1
Hence
U  Va 9y1:w x w xV , Y F V , V F V .a 9y1 ay1 a 9y1 ay1 ay1
Thus
w U U xV , Y , Y F Z l V F C Z s 1 .a 9y1 ay1 ay1 ay1 a 9y1 Z a 9ay1
w U xy1and 3-stability of L rQ gives V , Y s 1 whencea 9 a 9y1 a 9y1 ay1
Y U F Q F G .ay1 a 9y1 a 9
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Now, if Z l Q g Q then since Z l Q is quadratic on Y U Fa a a 9y1 a 9 a ay1
Q , we geta 9y2
U 3Y , O L s 1 .ay1 ay1
by 3-stability. Hence
C Q rZ eO3 L G s G .  .Z ay1 ay1 ay1 a , ay1 ay1]a
so
Y U s C Q rZ F Z .ay1 Z ay1 ay1 aa
and the claim is proved. Hence, assume now that
Z l Q F Q .a 9 a a 9y1
w U x  .Then Y , Z l Q F Z l V F C Z s 1 which by 4.5ay1 a 9 a ay1 a 9y1 Z a 9ay1w U x U  :implies Y , Z F Z . Hence, Y Z e t G , Z s G . There-ay1 a 9 a ay1 a a , ay1 a 9 a]
w U xfore Y , Q eG .ay1 a a]
w U x  .  .UIf Y , Q / 1 then C Q / 1 and since Z s V Z Vay1 a wY , Q x a a 1 aay1 aw U x U Uand Z is irreducible, Z F Y , Q . So Y s Y Z eG anda a ay1 a ay1 ay1 a a]
U  : w U x UY e G , G , a contradiction. Hence Y , Q s 1 and Y F Zay1 ay1 a ay1 a ay1 a]
by 4.13.
 .COROLLARY 4.16. If b ) 2 then L rQ ( Sp 3 .a a 4
 .  .Proof. Suppose L rQ ( SL 3 or SL 9 . Then, by 4.8,a a 2 2
C Q rZ s Z . .Z r Z b b aa b
Therefore,
Z F Y U F Za b a
whence
U  :Z s Y e G , G ,a b a b]
a contradiction.
Remark 4.17. Suppose b ) 2.
 . U w U  Gb:x U1 Since Y F Z , Y , Q s 1 and so Y F Y by 3.14. Inb a b a b b
particular, Y / Z and since G normalizes Y , E F Y . Henceb b a , b b a b b
Y HF E F Y ,b a b b
H 3 . Hwhere Y is the perp of Y in Z . So G s O L G normalizes Yb b a b b a b b
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and Y H does only depend on b and not on a . Moreover, Y Hs Z ifb b b
< < 3 H < < 2Y s 3 and Y s Y s E if Y s 3 .b b b a b b
H < H  . <Let a y 1 g L. Note that if Y s Z then C Z s 1 and ifay1 ay1 Y a 9ay1H < H  . <Y s Y then C Z F 3.ay1 ay1 Y a 9ay1
 . w  .x H  .2 By 4.5, Z , C Y F Y ;l g D b and hencel Q b bb
H HV , C Y F Y and V , Q l Q F Y . .b Q b b b b a bb
 .4.18. Suppose b ) 2. Then Z s C Q .b Z ba
 . U  .Proof. We have C Q F Y F Y so C Q is centralized byZ b b b Z ba a3 .  . 3 .O L and by Q . By 3.14 a and Q g Q , L s Q O L Q andb b a b b b b a
 .hence L centralizes C Q . Sob Z ba
Z F C Q F V Z S F Z . .b Z b 1 ba
and the claim is proved.
4.19. If b ) 2 then for all a y 1 g L, V g Q .ay1 a 9y2
Proof. Suppose we can pick a y 1 g L such that
V F Q .ay1 a 9y2
Then V F Q F G and since b ) 2 we get that V is abelianay1 a 9y2 a 9y1 a 9y1
and therefore
w xV , V , V F V 9 s 1. .ay1 a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1
In particular, V l Q F Q by 3-stability and 3.20. Hence bya 9y1 a ay1
 .4.17 2 ,
w x HV , V l Q F Y .ay1 a 9y1 a ay1
 .Since b ) 2 and b is even, b G 4. Let d g D a y 1 and g g V Fa 9y1
 g .  .  g .G . Then d d , a s d d , a s 2 and so d d , a y 1 F 3. Hence, bya
minimality of b,
Z g F Q l Q .d ay1 a
 Va 9y1:  .Thus V F Q l Q and therefore we get using 4.17 2 thatay1 a ay1
Va 9y1 :w xR [ V , V , V F V l V , Va 9y1 ay1 ay1 a 9y1 ay1 ay1
F V l Y H F C H Z . .a 9y1 ay1 Y a 9ay1
 . < <Hence by 4.17 1 we get R s 1 or 3.
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Suppose V F Q . By 4.9,ay1 a 9y1
 :G , Z s Gay1, a a 9 a
 .and by A , V is not normal in G . So Z does not normalize V4 ay1 a a 9 ay1
and since
w x w xZ , Z V , Z l Q F Va a 9 ay1 a 9 a ay1
we get that
w x w x w xV , Z g Z , Z V , Z l Q .ay1 a 9 a a 9 ay1 a 9 a
w xw xLet W s Z , Z V , Z l Q .a a 9 ay1 a 9 a
w xw x  .Since W s Z , Z V , Z l Q F V l Z F C V we geta a 9 ay1 a 9 a ay1 a 9 Z ay1a 9
H Hw xW F Z , V s C V F W . .a 9 ay1 Z ay1a 9
< < 2 < H < 2 w xIf W G 3 then W F 3 an dso V , Z F W, a contradiction.ay1 a 9
Hence
w x w xZ , Z V , Z l Q s 3.a a 9 ay1 a 9 a
w x w x w xIf V , Z l Q s 1 then by 4.5 V , Z F Z , Z , a contradic-ay1 a 9 a ay1 a 9 a a 9
w x w xtion and therefore V , Z l Q / 1; since Z , Z / 1 we getay1 a 9 a a a 9
w x w xZ , Z s V , Z l Q . Buta a 9 ay1 a 9 a
w x HV , Z l Q F Yay1 a 9 a ay1
w x H Hgives Z , Z F Y F Z , a contradiction to the choice of a y 1 g La a 9 ay1 ay1
w x Has Z , Z g Z .a a 9 ay1
Hence V g Q .ay1 a 9y1
< <Suppose R s 1. Then 3-stability gives V F Q , a contradiction.ay1 a 9y1
< < < H < 2 < < 2Therefore R s 3 and so Y s 3 and Y s 3 .ay1 ay1
If V rZ has more than one non-central chief factor for L ,a 9y1 a 9y1 a 9y1
say X rX and X rX with2 1 4 3
X - X - X - X ,1 2 3 4
then, since we cannot have a quadratic action on non-central chief factors
w x and since V g Q , we get X , V , V ­ X 3-stability applieday1 a 9y1 2 ay1 ay1 3
.to X rX . So2 1
w xX , V , V / 1.2 ay1 ay1
Therefore
w xR s X , V , V2 ay1 ay1
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and hence
w xX , V , V F R F X F X ,4 ay1 ay1 2 3
contradicting 3-stability on the chief factor X rX . So, V rZ has4 3 a 9y1 a 9y1
only one non-central chief factor.
w 3 .x w xSuppose now V , Q , O L F Z . Then Z , Q Z eG . Now byb b b b a b b b]
4.18 we have
HHZ s C Q s Z , Q . .b Z b a ba
w x  Gb: 3 .  Gb:Also Z , Q Z is centralized by Q and as O L F Q bya b b a b a
 . w x 3 . H w x3.14 a we get that Z , Q is centralized by O L . Thus Z s Z , Qa b b b a b
< H < 3 < < 2F Y . But Z s 3 and, as seen above, Y s 3 , a contradiction.b b b
Therefore
3V , Q , O L g Z . .b b b b
w xSo there is a non-central chief factor in V , Q . Thusb b
3V , O L F V , Q Z .b b b b b
otherwise we get another non-central chief factor, but we should only
.have one . Hence
Z V , Q eGa b b b]
w xand therefore V s Z V , Q which impliesb a b b
V rZ s V , Q Z rZ s V rZ , Q .b a b b a a b a b
 .  .So we have a 3-group Q acting on a 3-group V rZ such thatb b a
V rZ s V rZ , Q .b a b a b
 :Hence V rZ s 1 and V s Z e G , G , a contradiction.b a b a a b]
LEMMA 4.20. b s 2.
Proof. Assume that b ) 2. Suppose
3 2< < w xY s 3 or Z , Z s 3 ;b a a 9
then
H w xZ s Y or Y s E and Z , Z s C Z . .b b b a b a a 9 Z a 9a
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Let a y 1 g L. Then, by the definition of L in both cases,
Y H l C Z s 1. .ay1 Z a 9a
 .By 4.17 2 ,
w x HV , Z F Y l C Z s 1, .ay1 a 9y2 ay1 Z a 9a
contradicting 4.19.
So we can assume that
2< < w xY s 3 and Z , Z s 3.b a a 9
w x w xHNote that Y , Z s 1 and so Y F Z , Z .b a 9 b a a 9
 . w xHLook at C Z R Y s Z l Q R Y s Z , Z RY . Pick 1-Z a 9 b a a 9 b a a 9 ba
spaces
Hw xE , E , E F Z , Z1 2 3 a a 9
 w xHso that they generate everything note that Z , Z is a 3-dimensionala a 9
. < < w xHvector space , i.e., E s 3, E F Z , Z , i s 1, 2, 3, and E ? E ? E si i a a 9 1 2 3
w xHZ , Z . Moreover, pick the above E 's so that E g Y . Choose b g La a 9 i i b i
w xin such a way that Z is perpendicular to E but not to Z , Z .b i a a 9iX Also, choose the b s in such a way that Z E s Y which implies thati b i bi i
 . .  . w xC Z s E . Then, by 4.17 2 applied to b in place of b , V , Z FY a 9 i i b a 9y2b iiH w x  .  .Y s Y and since b ) 2, V , Z F C Z s E . By 4.17 2 appliedb b b a 9y2 Y a 9 ii i i b iw xto a 9 y 3 in place of b , V , Z F Y . So,b a 9y2 a 9y3i
 :Z l Q s E ri g I : Y .a a 9 i a 9y3
< < 3 < < 2But Z l Q s 3 and Y s 3 , a contradiction.a a 9 a 9y3
Proof of the Proposition. It follows from 4.10 and 4.20.
5. THE CASE b s 2
In this section we assume that Z g Q . Recall from the previousa 9 a
section that
L rQ ( SL 3 , SL 9 , or Sp 3 , .  .  .a a 2 2 4
Z is a natural SL 3 , SL 9 , or Sp 3 -module, .  .  .a 2 2 4
L rQ ( PSL 9 , M , or 2 M , .  .b b 2 11 12
« s b s 2, a 9 y 1 s b , Z s V Z S .b 1
and a is conjugate to a 9.
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PROPOSITION 5.1. The hypothesis in this section leads to a contradiction.
w x w xProof of the Proposition. Since t , K F Q l K s 1 we have t , Ka a a b
s 1 and the order of t is 2. By 2.13, t induces an inner automorphisma a
on L rQ .b b
By 3.17 t does not centralize L rQ . Also, as t is an inner automor-a b b a
phism we can pick t g K which acts the same way on L rQ , i.e., pickb b b
t g K so that x s t t and x centralizes L rQ .b b a b b b
I now claim that the order of t is 2 as well. By choice of t,
< < < <t s tQ rQa a
 :  :  :and the image of t in L r t Q ( L x r t , x Q is t which hasb b a b b b b a a
order 2. Hence the claim holds if t s 1 and so we are done for the casesb
 .PSL 9 , M , or M . The only problem could appear in 2 ? M since2 11 12 12
when we lift M to 2 ? M the order of t could become 4. But this does12 12
 .not happen by 2.1 d . Moreover in any case x centralizes L rQ and theb b b
order of x is also one or two.b
Now t acts non-trivially on Z which is irreducible for L so t invertsa a a a
w xZ . K acts on Y faithfully and K centralizes Y so K , K s 1. Wea a b b b a b
will distinguish two cases.
< < < < 2Case 1. Z F Y .a b
w xK acts on Y faithfully and K centralizes Y so K , K s 1. Sincea b b b a b
K centralizes t and K centralizes t we get that K centralizes x . Thusa a a a b
w xx , K s 1.b a
 2 ..Now define Y s C O L . Letb Z ba
A s Z if L rQ ( SL 3 or SL 9 .  .b a a 2 2
and
A s E if L rQ ( Sp 3 . .ab a a 4
Since t centralizes Y and t inverts Y , x inverts Y and so x invertsb a b b b b
U  . U   ..A. This means that if x is the image of x in Aut A then x g Z Aut Ab b b
w  . U xand so N A , x centralizes A.G ba
 .  .  .  .Let L s N A and Q s C A . Since Z is a natural SL 3 , SL 9 ,L L a 2 2a a
 .  .  .  .  .or Sp 3 -module, LrC A ( GL A where F s GF 3 , GF 9 , or4 L F
 . H w xGF 3 , respectively, and L acts irreducibly on A. Since A s A , Z , Q Fa
H w x  .A s A. Hence Z , Q, Q s 1 and Q is a 3-group. So Q s O L . Nowa 3
w x  .  .L, x F Q and so by a Frattini argument L s C x Q. Hence C xb L b L b
 .acts irreducibly on A and on Z rA which is isomorphic to the dual of A .a
In particular x inverts or centralizes Z rA. Sinceb a
 Gb:  CG  xb .:bV s Z s Zb a a
we conclude that x inverts or centralizes V rA.b b
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Note that x inverts A so if x inverts V rA, x inverts V and V isb b b b b b
w xabelian, a contradiction to 1 / Z , Z F V .a a 9 b
 .  .If x centralizes V rA then V s C Z A s C Z = A. Henceb b b V b V bb bX   ..  g  ..V F C Z 9 as A F l Z F Z V and sob V b g g G a bb b
X 9V l Z F C Z l A s 1. . /b b V bb
 . XXHence C S s 1 and V s 1, again a contradiction.V bb
< < < < 2Case 2. Z ) Y .a b
< 2 < < <  .  .As Z F Y and Z s Z for L rQ ( SL 3 or SL 9 , this impliesb b b a a a 2 2
 .that L rQ ( Sp 3 .a a 4
< < 4  . < <Then Z s 3 , Z is a natural Sp 3 -module for L rQ , and Y s 3.a a 4 a a b
Thus
C O3 L s Z . . .Z b ba
< <Recall the definition of E in 4.6. Since Y s 3 we have thatab b
3E , O L / 1. .ab b
 .Subcase 1. E g Z V .ab b
 . w x   .Choose a 9 g D b such that E , Z / 1 hence a , a 9 is a criticalab a 9
. w xpair . On the other hand we have Z , Z , Z s 1.a a 9 a 9
<w x < w x w xSuppose Z , Z s 3. Then Z , Z s E , Z F E and soa a 9 a a 9 a b a 9 a b
H Hw xC Z s Z , Z G E s E , .Z a 9 a a 9 a b a ba
w x <w x < < <a contradiction to E , Z s 1. Hence Z , Z / 3. If Z Q rQ s 3ab a 9 a a 9 a 9 a a
then
< <Z rZ l Q s Z rC Z F 3 .a 9 a 9 a a 9 Z aa 9
w x <  .H <and so Z , Z s C Z s 3, a contradiction. Thus,a a 9 Z aa 9
< < 2Z Q rQ G 3 .a 9 a a
w xSince Z , Z , Z s 1 we have by the choice of a 9 thata a 9 a 9
2w xZ , Z s 3 s C Z / E . .a a 9 Z a 9 a ba
 .Now Q normalizes Z and hence it also normalizes C Z . Henceb a 9 Z a 9a
 . 2Q Q normalizes C Z . But the only S-invariant subgroup of order 3b a Z a 9a
in Z is E . Hence Q Q / S which means recall that from 3.19,a a b a b
 4  .  .  . .4. < <Q Q / S implies L rQ , L rQ ( P Sp 3 , 2 M Q Q rQ -a b a a b b 4 12 a b b
< < 3 < < 2SrQ s 3 . Thus Q Q rQ F 3 .b a b b
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w x  .Now look at Q l Q ; it centralizes Z , Z s C Z and the lattera b a a 9 Z aa 92 w x w xH w xhas order 3 . Hence by 4.5 Q l Q , Z F Z , Z s Z , Z .a b a 9 a a 9 a a 9
<w x <Let Q s Q rZ . Then Q l Q , Z s 1 and soa a a a b a 9
2< < < <Q rC Z F Q Q rQ F 3 F Z Q rQ . .a Qa a 9 a b b a 9 a a
So there exists a unique non-central composition factor and it is an
 .FF-module isomorphic to Z uniqueness of the FF-module .a
 .  .Now C Z s Q l Q eG but on the other hand C Z is notQa a 9 a b a b Z a 9] a
normal in G . So we found one FF-module in which the centralizer ofab
Z is normal in G and another FF-module in which the centralizera 9 a b
of Z was not normal in G , a contradiction to the uniqueness ofa 9 a b
FF-modules.
 .Subcase 2. E F Z V .ab b
 Gb:  .Define W s E F Z V . IN particular, W F Q and W is abelian.b a b b b a b
Also W has a noncentral L chief factor since E is not centralized byb b a b
3 . w 3 .xO L . Hence W , O L / 1. Choose again a y 1 g L.b b b
Let us also note that
GbW , Q s E , Q F Z . ;b b a b b b
If W g Q then, as W F Q F G , we getay1 b b a ay1
w xW , W , W F W , W s 1,b ay1 ay1 ay1 ay1
contradicting the 3-stability of b.
Hence W F Q F G . So W normalizes Z l Q and thereforeay1 b a 9 ay1 a 9 a
Z l Q is quadratic on W . Then 3-stability of L gives Z l Qa 9 a ay1 ay1 a 9 a
w x w xF Q . Since W , Q F Z we now get W , Z l Q F Z .ay1 ay1 ay1 ay1 ay1 a 9 a ay1
In particular,
W , E F Z l Z s 1.ay1 a 9b ay1 b
w x HHence by 4.5 Z , W F E s E . Thusa 9 ay1 a 9b a 9b
w xW , Z l Q F Z l E F C Z s 1 .ay1 a 9 a ay1 a 9b Z a 9ay1
 . < < w xas E F Z V and Z s 3. Hence W , Z l Q s 1 which im-a 9b b ay1 ay1 a 9 a
plies that
Hw x w xZ , W F Z l Q s Z , Z F Z . .a 9 ay1 a 9 a a a 9 a
This means that
 :W Z e G , Z s Gay1 a a , ay1 a 9 a]
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and therefore
w xW , Q eG .ay1 a a]
w x But W , Q / 1 since if W centralizes Q , Q g Q and 3.14ay1 a ay1 a a ay1
w 3 .x .imply W , O L s 1, a contradiction .ay1 ay1
< < w xNow since Z s 3 we get Z F W , Q . On the other hand,ay1 ay1 ay1 a
w xW , Q eGay1 a a]
and therefore Z F W .a ay1
 :Hence W Z s W e G , G , a contradiction.ay1 a ay1 a ay1]
6. THE CASE Z F Qa 9 a
In this section we will deal with the case Z F Q . We will show thata 9 a
b s 1 and start the analysis of the case b s 1.
It follows from the hypothesis that there is no symmetry between a and
w x w xa 9 anymore. Also Z , Z F Z , Q s 1 givesa a 9 a a
C Z s Z . .Z a 9 aa
Now notice that Z l Q / Z otherwise get Z F Q , a contradic-a a 9 a a a 9
.tion . Hence,
C Z / Z l Q .Z a a a 9a 9
 .and by 3.13, Z F Z L , a and a 9 are not conjugate, and b is odd.a 9 a 9
Therefore we have
Z s V Z L and Z s V Z L . . .b 1 b a 9 1 a 9
w xLEMMA 6.1. Q , Z , Z s 1.b a a
 . 1.  Qb:  Ga:Proof. Lemma 3.7 b gives Q F G F G . Hence, Z F Z sb b a a a
Z which givesa
w xQ , Z , Z F Z , Z s 1.b a a a a
 .  .  .  . 1q4LEMMA 6.2. L rQ ( L rQ ( P Sp 3 , SL 3 , SL 9 , 2 A , ora 9 a 9 b b 4 2 2 y 5
2 ? A .5
w x w x w xProof. If b ) 1 then V , Z , Z F V , V , V F V , V s 1 by 3.10,a 9 a a a 9 b b b b
so, since Z g Q , we conclude that L rQ is not 3-stable and the claima a 9 b b
follows by 2.5.
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If b s 1, 6.1 and Z g Q again imply that L rQ is not 3-stable anda b b b
the claim follows by 2.5.
 3 ..Notation 6.3. For g g G let D s C O L .g Q gg
 .LEMMA 6.4. Z L s D s 1.a a
  ..   ..  .  .Proof. Since V C L F Z F V C S F V Z S F Z L1 Q a b 1 Q 1 ba a
  ..we get that V C L is centralized by L and L and therefore1 Q a a ba
 .C L s 1. HenceQ aa
C O3 L s D s 1. . .Q a aa
 .  .Also, V Z L F D s 1 and therefore Z L s 1.1 a a a
LEMMA 6.5. Q is not abelian.b
w xProof. By 3.18, Q g Q . So 3-stability of L gives Z , Q , Q / 1.b a a a b b
Hence
X1 / Z , Q , Q F Q .a b b b
PROPOSITION 6.6. b s 1.
Proof of the Proposition. Assume that b ) 1. Since b is odd, b G 3.
w x6.6.1. V l Q , V s 1.b a 9 a 9
w xProof. Since b G 3, 3.10 implies V , V s 1. Clearly V l Q central-b b b a 9
 .  .izes Z . Let d g D a 9 . Since d d , b F b we get Z F G and sincea 9 b b
V eG we now have that Z normalizes V . Thenb b d b]
Z , V l Q , V l Q F Z , V , V F V , V s 1.d b a 9 b a 9 d b b b b
But L is 3-stable as d is conjugate to a and Z eG and V l Q F Gd d d b a 9 d]
  . 1. . wsince d a 9, d s 1 so V l Q F Q F G F G . Therefore, Z , V lb a 9 a 9 a 9 d d b
xQ s 1.a 9
 .  .  .6.6.2. L rQ ( Sp 3 , SL 3 , or SL 9 and V has a unique non-centralb b 4 2 2 b
L -composition factor; moreo¨er, this composition factor is the natural mod-b
ule for L rQ .b b
 .Proof. Statement 6.6.1 gives V l Q F C V and by a similar argu-b a 9 V a 9b
ment we also have that
V l Q F C V . .a 9 b V ba 9
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Without loss of generality, assume
< < < <V Q rQ F V Q rQ .b a 9 a 9 a 9 b b
Now let X s YrZ be a non-central chief factor in V . Asb
C V ZrZ F C V .  .Y a 9 Y r Z a 9
we get that
XrC V s YrZrC V .  .X a 9 Y r Z a 9
F YrZrC V ZrZ s YrC V Z .  .Y a 9 Y a 9
F YrC V s YrY l C V .  .Y a 9 V a 9b
s Y ? C V rC V F V rC V .  .  .V a 9 V a 9 b V a 9b b b
< < < <F V Q rQ F V Q rQb a 9 a 9 a 9 b b
so X is an FF-module; similarly, the direct sum of the L chief factors onb
V is still an FF-module for L rQ and the lemma follows by 2.8.b b b
w x6.6.3. V , Q F D .b b b
w x w xProof. Assume that V , Q g D . Then by 6.6.2, Z V , Q is nor-b b b a b b
3 . w xmalized by G O L s G and we get that Z V , Q s V . Henceab b b a b b b
w xV rZ s V rZ , Q . Since Q is a 3-group acting on the 3-group V rZb a b a b b b a
in the above manner, we conclude that V rZ s 1. Therefore V s Z , ab a b a
w xcontradiction. Hence V , Q F D .b b b
U w 3 .xNotation 6.6.4. Let Q s Q , O L .b b b
6.6.5. QU F Q .b a
w U x w x U 3 .Proof. By 6.6.3, V , Q F V , Q F D . Note that Q F O L andb b b b b b b
therefore
U U U 3V , Q , Q F D , Q F D , O L s 1. .b b b b b b b
w U U x w U xHence Z , Q , Q s 1 and 3-stability of L gives that Z , Q s 1a b b a a b
whence QU F Q .b a
6.6.6. The hypothesis that b ) 1 gi¨ es a contradiction.
U  Gb:Proof. By 6.6.5, Q centralizes Z and so it centralizes Z s V asb a a b
w x U Uwell. Since t , Q F Q , t is the unique involution in t Q rQ and sob b b b b b b
U  U . w x w xt Q g Z L rQ . In particular, L normalizes V , t . By 6.6.2, V , tb b b b b b b b b
 ./ 1 and so C S / 1. HencewV , t xb b
Z l V , t / 1.b b b
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On the other hand, since by 3.10 V is abelian,b
V s C t = V , t .b V b b bb
w x w xand Z , t F Z , L s 1, a contradiction.b b b b
Notation. For g g G let F be a normal 3-subgroup of L minimal withg g
respect to the property F g D .g g
Remark 6.8. As F is a 3-group we get F F Q and FX / F . Also, theg g g g g
definition implies F / 1. Since Q is a 3-group acting on the 3-group F ,g g g
w x w xF / F , Q and by minimality of F , F , Q F D . Also it is clear fromg g g g g g g
w 3 .x 3 . w xthe definitions that F s F , O L F O L and therefore D , F Fb b b b b b
w 3 .xD , O L s 1.b b
LEMMA 6.9. F g Q and D F Q .b a b a
w x w 3 .xProof. If F F Q , F , Z s 1 and by 3.14 F , O L s 1, ab a b a b b
contradiction.
w x w xBy 6.8 we have D , F s 1 and since Z , D F D ,b b a b b
Z , D , F s 1a b b
and
B :Z , D , F s 1.a b b
 .Suppose now that D g Q . By 2.12, B is irreducible on Z SrQ and sob a a
Z SrQ F D Q rQ F L Q rQ . .a b a a b a a
 .  B:Similarly, Z SrQ F F Q . Hencea b a
Z , Z SrQ , Z SrQ s 1, .  .a a a
a contradiction to the 3-stability of L . Thus D F Q .a b a
w 3 .xLEMMA 6.10. Q is elementary abelian, Q , O L is an irreduciblea a a
w 3 .xL -module, and F s Z s Q , O L .a a a a a
Proof. Step 1. F l F g D .a b b
 Fb:  Qb:  La:  Fa:Proof of Step 1. F F F F F F F . Similarly, F F F .a a a a b b
Hence
F , F F F l F .a b a b
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Assume now that F l F F D . Then, sincea b b
3 3F s F , O L F O L .  .b b b b
w x w x w 3 .xwe get F , F , F F D , F F D , O L s 1. But F F Q F G anda b b b b b b b b a
w xby 6.9 F g Q . Hence F , F , F s 1 and 3-stability of L givesb a a b b a
w 3 .xF , O L s 1, a contradiction to the definition of F .a a a
w x XStep 2. F l F , F e L and F F F .a b b b b a]
 .Lb:Proof of Step 2. F l F g D implies F l F g D . And sincea b b a b b
LbF l F e L . ;a b b]
 .Lb:minimality of F gives F F F l F . Clearly the other inclusion isb b a b
also true so
LbF s F l F . . ;b a b
Now FX e L and FX / F so minimality of F gives FX F D . This nowb b b b b b b]
X w x w xLb:  3 ..means that F s F , F s F l F , F F D s C O L .b b b a b b b Q bbw x 3 . w xHence F l F , F is centralized by O L . Since F l F , F eS anda b b b a b b ]
3 . w x X w xO L S s L we get F l F , F e L . Thus F s F l F , F F F .b b a b b b b a b b a]
w 3 .xStep 3. Q is elementary abelian and Q , O L s F .a a a a
 Qa:  Lb:Proof of Step 3. Since F F F s F we getb b b
XQ , F , F F F F F .a b b b a
w 3 .x 3 .Then 3-stability of a gives Q rF , O L s 1, i.e., O L centralizesa a a a
Q rF . So, Q has a unique non-central chief factor. By the properties ofa a a
 w x.the Frattini group for example see Go, p. 173 we get that
F Q : D s 1. .a a
Hence Q is elementary abelian.a
w 3 .xStep 4. Q , O L is an irreducible L -module and F s Z .a a a a a
Proof of Step 4. Since D s 1, Z is the unique non-central chief factora a
for L on Q ; moreover, by Gaschutz' Theorem,Èa a
Z s Z F s V Z L F s F . .a b a 1 a a a
 .COROLLARY 6.11. Note that from 6.9, D F Q and so F D s 1.b a b
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 .COROLLARY 6.12. C Q s Q . In particular, if X F G then X l QG a a a aa
 .s C Q .X a
 .  .Proof. By P , C Q F Q . But as Q is abelian we get2 G a a aa
Q F C Q .a G aa
and therefore the claim follows.
 .  .  .LEMMA 6.13. If L rQ ( P Sp 3 then L rQ ( 2 M .b b 4 a a 12
Proof. Q is abelian implies Q Q rQ is abelian.a a b b
 .  .If L rQ ( P Sp 3 then the group SrQ is not abelian and web b 4 b
conclude S / Q Q is not abelian and we conclude S / Q Q . But thena b a b
 .3.19 gives L rQ ( 2 M .a a 12
 .7. THE CASE b s 1 AND Q ( 2 M12
 .  6PROPOSITION 7.1. If S s Q Q then L , L ; 3 2 ? M ,a b a b 12
1q1q1q2q2q1  ..3 SL 3 .2
Proof. Suppose that Q Q s S.a b
Then by 6.10 SrQ is abelian and thereforeb
L rQ (u P Sp 3 . .  .b b 4
Hence by 6.2
L rQ ( SL 3 , 2 ? A , 21q4A , SL 9 . .  .b b 2 5 y 5 2
Also from Q Q s S we geta b
F Q rQ , S s F Q rQ , Qb a a b a a b
w x  .and as F , Q F D F Q see 6.8 and 6.9 we conclude thatb b b a
F Q rQ , Q s 1.b a a b
 .Hence F Q rQ F Z SrQ .b a a a
< < 3Since SrQ s 3 and SrQ is not abelian we get thata a
Z SrQ s 3 .a
 .and therefore F Q rQ s Z SrQ . But F F G and therefore 6.12b a a a b a
gives
F rC Q s 3. .b F ab
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In particular F rD is an FF s module for L rQ so 2.8 implies thatb b b b
L rQ (u 2 ? A , 21q4A .b b 5 y 5
 .  .If l rQ ( SL 9 , then by 2.10, F rD is a natural SL 9 -module, ab b 2 b b 2
contradiction to
F rC Q s 3. .b F ab
So,
L rQ ( SL 3 . .b b 2
w x  .Now Q , Q , Q s 1 and PSL 3 is 3-stable imply that t acts non-b a a 2 b
trivially on each non-central chief factor of L in Q and therefore itb b
inverts every non-central chief factor of L in Q . Also t invertsb b b
 .F Q rQ s Z SrQ ; in particular t acts non-trivially on S s SrQ .b a a a b a
w x  .Then by Go, p. 173 , t has to act non-trivially on SrF S . If tb b
 .  .  .completely inverts SrF S then, since t also inverts F S s Z S , itb
completely inverts S. Since a fixed point free automorphism of order 2 of a
group implies that the group is abelian we get that S is abelian, a
<w x < 2 Ucontradiction. Therefore S, t Q rQ s 3 . Recall that by 6.6.4, Q sb a a b
w 3 .xQ , O L . Then, as t inverts each of the non-central chief factors web b b
get that
< U < 2Q Q rQ s 3b a a
< U  . < 2Uand so Q rC Q s 3 . Hence L has exactly two non-central chiefb Q a bb
 U . w  U . x  U .factors in Q . Moreover, F Q F Q and so F Q , Z s 1 and F Qb b a b a b
 .  Lb:F D by 3.14 a applied to Z . Putb a
&
Q s Q rD .b b b
&
U U U U .Since Q acts trivially on Q and see proof of 6.6.6 t Q rQ gb b b b b& &
U U U .  . w x  .& &Z L rQ we have Q s C t = Q , t and L normalizes C t .U Ub b b b b b b bQ Qb b
Now since t inverts all the non-central chief factors in Q ,b b
& & 3
UC t F C O L s 1. .  . .Q b Q bb b
& &
U U 4w xThus Q s Q , t has order 3 .b b b&
U .Let E s C Q .Q bb
 .7.1.1. C t F D .E b b
 .  .Proof. First notice that C t normalizes C t . Now if the claim isQ b E bb
not true, pick
F F C t .E b
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w  .xwith F, C t F D and F g D . Since by a Frattini argument L sQ b b b bb
 .Q C t , a composition series for L in Q is also a composition seriesb L b b bb
 . w  . 3  ..xfor C t in Q and we conclude that C t , O C t s 1. HenceL b b Q b L bb b b&
U .  .  .FD rD is centralized by C t by choice of F , Q by choice of E ,b b Q b bb3  ..and O C t .L bb U  .  .As Q s Q C t and L s Q C t , we concludeb b Q b b b L bb b
O3 L F QU C t O3 C t . .  .  . /b b Q b L bb b
Hence
3F , O L F D .b b
and
3 3 3F , O L , O L F D , O L s 1. .  .  .b b b b
 3 ..Now we have a group generated by 39 elements O L acting quadrat-b
 .ically on a 3-group F ; thus
3F , O L s 1 .b
 .which implies F F D , a contradiction. Hence C t F D .b E b b
7.1.2. Q l Q F E.a b
Proof. Recall that by 6.10 Q is abelian and thereforea
UQ l Q , Q l Q s 1a b a b
&
U U U Uw . x  .which gives Q l Q Q , Q s 1 where Q s Q l Q . Buta b b a b a b a b
Q l Q QU eG O3 L s G ; .  .a b b a b b b]
& & &GbU U U 3w .  : w  .xthus Q l Q Q , Q s 1. Since Q s Q , O L sa b b a b b b b& & &GbU U U U UGbw x : w x  :Q , Q and Q , Q F Q we get Q s Q and thereforeb a b a a b a b b& & &
U U Uw . x w xwe get Q l Q Q , Q s 1. Then Q l Q , Q s 1 and the claima b b b a b b
follows. &
U U U .  .Now E s C Q s C t Q s D Q by 7.1.1 and so by 7.1.2,Q b E b b b bb
Q l Q F D QU .a b b b
& & &




UQ rC Q G 3 and Q , Q G 3 . .b Q a b ab
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& & &
U U U4< < w x  . w x&From Q s 3 and Q , Q F Q F C Q we conclude Q , Q DUb b a ba a b a bQb
s Q l Q anda b
< < 2Q l Q rD s 3 .a b b
< < < < 3Since Q rQ l Q s 3 we finally get that Q rD s 3 . Hencea a b a b
<  U . < 3  U U g:Q rC Q F 3 . Now since by 2.14 L s Q , Q Q for some g ga Q b a b b aa
<  . < 6G , we get Q rC L F 3 . By 2.10, only 2 ? M has an irreduciblea a Q a 12a
module of dimension less than or equal to six. Moreover, this module is
unique and its dimension is actually six. Hence, L rQ ( 2 ? M anda a 12
< < 6 < < 3 < < 9 < < 8Q s 3 and therefore we also get that D s 3 , S s 3 , and Q s 3 .a b b
It is clear now that since Q is an irreducible elementary abelian normala
subgroup of L of order 36, L ; 36 2 ? M .a a 12 &
U3 3 4< <  . < <Reviewing, D s 3 and D is central for O L . Also Q s 3 andb b b b
U < < 8Q has two composition factors each of dimension 2. Finally, Q s 3b b
< U <and so Q rQ s 3. Thus,b b
L ; 31q1q1q2q2q1SL 3 . .b 2
 .  6 1q4  ..PROPOSITION 7.2. If S / Q Q then L , L ; 3 2 ? M , 3 Sp 3 .a b a b 12 4
Proof. Suppose that S / Q Q .a b
 .  .  .Then by 3.19 and 6.13, L rQ ( 2 M and L rQ ( P Sp 3 .a a 12 b b 4
Therefore
< < 3 < < 4SrQ s 3 and SrQ s 3 .a b
Hence,
< < < <Q r Q s 3.a b
Then
Q rC Q s Q rQ l Q s Q Q rQ F Q Q rQ . .b Q a b a b a b a a b bb
Hence all composition factors for L in Q are FF-modules for L rQ .b b b b
 .Thus by 2.8, L rQ ; Sp 3 and L has a unique non-central composi-b b 4 b
tion factor in Q ; moreover, this composition factor is a natural module.b
 . w x  .In particular, F Q F D and so by 2.10 Q rD , t is a natural Sp 3 -b b b b b 4
 .  .module for L rQ and C t s C L . Henceb b Q r D b Q r D bb b b b
4< <C t , L , L s 1, C t s D , Q rD s 3 . .  .Q b b b Q b b b bb b
3 .Thus, as t g O L ,b b
3Q s Q , O L D .b b b b
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3 . w 3 .x 3 .and since L s O L Q and Q , O L F O L we get thatb b b b b b
3 3 3L s O L Q , O L D s O L D . .  .  .b b b b b b b
By 6.11, D is elementary abelian and sob
3D , L s D , O L D s 1. .b b b b b
 .Hence D s V Z L s Z .b 1 b b
< < < < < < 4 5Now Q rZ s 3 ? Q rZ s 3 ? Q rD s 3 ? 3 s 3 .a b b b b b
w x w xPick Z - X F Q with X, S F Z . Then X, S, S s 1 and sob a b
w xX, S9 s 1. Hence
4Q rC S9 F 3 . .a Qa
 g:By 2.14, L s S, S9 for some g g G and soa
5 4 9Q rC L F 3 ? 3 s 3 . .a Q aa
 . < < 9Since C L s 1, Q F 3 .Q a aa
By 6.10, Z is the unique non-central chief factor for L in Q .a a a
From 2.10 now we get that
< < 6L rQ ( 2 ? M and Z s 3 .a a 12 a
 . w x Furthermore, Q s C t = Q , t . But C t F D s 1. Since Z isa Q a a a Q  a aa a
the unique non-central chief factor for L in Q ,a a
3Q rZ , O L s 1 .a a a
and
w x1 / Q , t F Z .a a a
Irreducibility of Z yields now thata
w xQ , t F Z .a a a
As Q is an irreducible elementary abelian normal subgroup of L ofa a
6 6 < < < < 5order 3 we now get that L ; 3 2 ? M . Also, Q s Q r3 s 3 and asa 12 b a
< < 4 < < 1q4  .Q rD s 3 , D s 3 and so we get L ; 3 Sp 3 .b b b b 4
 .8. THE CASE b s 1 AND Q ( PSL 9 OR M2 11
 .In this section, Q ( PSL 9 , M , and b s 1. Notice that by 6.132 11
 .  .C (u P Sp 3 and therefore by 6.2,4
C ( SL 3 , 2 ? A , 21q4A , SL 9 . .  .2 5 y 5 2
w xRecall also from 3.19 that S s Q Q . Moreover Z , Z s 1.a b a a 9
Remark 8.1. Since a Sylow 3-subgroup of Q is elementary abelian we
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have
F Q F Q . .b a
 .Similarly F Q F Q .a b
 4LEMMA 8.2. If N F S, N e B, d g a , b then N F Q or NQ s S.d d]
 .Proof. It follows from irreducibility of B on SrQ see 2.12 .d
COROLLARY 8.3. S s Z Q .a b
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of 8.2.
LEMMA 8.4. Let X s F Q . Then:b d g D b . d
 .a Q rX is an irreducible G -module,b b b
 . w x  .b Q rD , t s Q rD and C t s 1,b b b b b Q r D bb b
 .  .c C t F D , andQ b bb
 .d X s D .b b
Proof. Let X - A F Q with AeG . Then A g Q since if A F Qb b b a a]
and g s b g with g g G then since AeG we getb b]
A s Ag F Q g s Q g s Qb b g
.which gives A F X , a contradiction . Hence by 8.2, AQ s S and there-b a
w x w x Xfore Z , Q F Z , A F A. By 8.1 Q F X and soa b a b b
Gb :L , Q s Z Q , Q F A.b b a b b
& & & &
 . w x&Let Q s Q rX . Then Q is abelian. Now Q s C t = Q , t andb b b b b b b bQb
both parts are normalized by L .b
 .  . &If C t / 1, we may assume A s C t X since then A F Q ,b Q b b bbQb
 . .&AeG , and as C t / 1 we also have X / A . Henceb b b] Qb
&ÄA s C t .Q bb
&
ww x x ww x x w x and we get Q , t , t F L , Q , t F A, t , t s 1. Hence elementb b b b b b b b& &
. w x w xof order 2 acting on a 3-group Q , t s 1, a contradiction to Q , Q , Qb b b a a&
 :  .&s 1 and the 3-stability of L r t Q . Therefore C t s 1 and Q sb b b b bQb& & & & &Ä Äw x w x w xQ , t s Q , L . Thus Q F L , Q F A which implies A s Q andb b b b b b b b
Q rX is an irreducible G -module.b b b
Now by 6.9, D F Q and as D eG we get D F X . Butb a b b b b]
w xX , Z F Q , Z s 1b a a a
and Z g Q give X F D . Hence X s D .a b b b b b
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 g:LEMMA 8.5. There is g g G such that t g Z , Z Q .b b a a b
 .Proof. If C ( SL 3 or 2 ? A it is clear since in these cases2 5
 g:L s Z , Z Qb a a b
 .for some g g G and t g L by definition. Since inside SL 9 we canb b b 2
generate a 2 ? A this case is also clear. The case 21q4A is left. Let a, b be5 y 5
 :two elements in L rQ of order 3 and let H s a, b be such thatb b
21q4H s 21q4A . The possibilities for H then are 21q4A , 2 ? A , or A . Iny 5 y 5 5 5
the first two cases t Q g H and we are done and the last case cannotb b
happen as A is 3-stable and Z acts quadratically on Q .5 a b
Notation 8.6. Q s Q rD .g g g
4< <LEMMA 8.7. Q s 3 .b
Proof. By 8.5, pick g g G such thatb
 g:t g Z , Z Q .b a a b
<  . < < < < < 2Since Q rC Z s Q Q rQ s SrQ s 3 , we getb Q a b a a ab
4Q rC t F 3 . .b Q bb
4 4 .  . < < < <By 8.4 b , C t s 1 and therefore Q F 3 . Suppose Q - 3 . Since 5Q b b bb
<  . <does not divide GL 3 we conclude that3
L rQ ( SL 3 . .b b 2
2 . < < < w x <From 8.4 a and 2.10, Q s 3 and so Q r Q , Q D F 3. Sinceb b b a b
w xQ , Q D F Q ,b a b a
< <Q Q rQ F 3b a a
2 4< < < <and S / Q Q since SrQ s 3 , a contradiction. Hence Q s 3 .a b a b
<w x < < < < <LEMMA 8.8. Z , Q s Q s Q l Z s 9.a b a b b a
<w x <Proof. If Z , Q s 3, then, with the same argument as before, we geta b
2< <Q s Q , t F 3 ,b b b
a contradiction. Hence
< < < <9 F Z , Q F Q l Z F Q F 9a b b a a b
and the lemma is proved.
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LEMMA 8.9. D s Z .b b
 Gb:  . 3 .Proof. First, show D F Z . Let L s Z . Then by 3.14 a , O Lb b a b
w xF L and L s LQ . Since Q is irreducible for G we get Q , L s 1 orb b b b b
3w x w x w  .xQ . If Q , L s 1 then Q , L F D so Q , O L s 1, a contradiction.b b b b b b
w x w xTherefore Q , L s Q which gives Q , L D s Q .b b b b b
 . w xAlso, as LeG , we have Q F N L . Hence Q , L : L, Q F D L,b b G b b b] b
w x  .and L s LD . But from 6.11 now, D , D F F D s 1. As D F Q ,b b b b b b a
w xL, D s 1 so D and L both centralize D . But then, we also getb b b
w x w x  .D , L s D , LD s 1. Thus D F Z L F Z . Therefore D F Z .b b b b b b b b b
 .  3 ..Since Z s V Z L F C O L s D the lemma follows.b 1 b Q b bb
LEMMA 8.10. Q l Q s Z l Q .a b a b
Proof. It is enough to show that Q l Q F Z l Q . Let x g Q la b a b a
Q . Thenb
xD g Q l Q rD s Q s Z l Q s Z l Q rD .b a b b a b a b a b b
Therefore, xD s yD , where y g Z l Q . Then x s yd, d g D . Lemmab b a b b
3.11 gives
Z F Z .b a
By 8.9, D s Z F Z . Therefore x g Z and hence x g Z g Q .b b a a a b
COROLLARY 8.11. Q s Z .a a
 .Proof. Since Q : S s Z Q we get Q : Z Q l Q s Z Q l Qa a b a a b a a a b
and hence
Q s Z Q l Q s Z . .a a a b a
 .LEMMA 8.12. 1 Q s Z is irreducible.a a
 .  .  . 1q4 < < 42 If Q ( PSL 9 and C ( SL 3 , 2 ? A , or 2 A then Z 3 ,2 2 5 y 5 a
< < < < 5Z s 3, and Q s 3 .b b
 .  .  . < < 6 < < 23 If Q ( PSL 9 and C ( SL 9 then Z s 3 , Z s 3 , and2 2 a b
< < 6Q s 3 .b
 .  . 1q4 < < 54 If Q ( M and C ( SL 3 , 2 ? A , or 2 A then Z s 3 ,11 2 5 y 5 a
< < 6 < < 2Q s 3 , and Z s 3 .b b
 .  . < < 5 < < 55 If Q ( M and C ( SL 9 then then Z s 3 , Q s 3 , and11 2 a b
< <Z s 3.b
Proof. Lemmas 3.11 and 8.9 give D s Z F Z . Henceb b a
< < < < < < < < < <Z rZ s Z Q rQ Z l Q rZ l D s Z Q rQ Z l Q rZ .a b a b b a b a b a b b a b b
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< < 2Recall now 8.8 to get Z l Q rZ s 3 and hencea b b
< < 2 < < 2 < <Z rZ s 3 Z Q rQ s 3 SrQ .a b a b b b
 .Since SrQ g Syl C we get thatb 3
< <SrQ s 3 if C (u SL 9 .b 2
and
< < 2SrQ s 3 if C ( SL 9 . .b 2
 . < < 3  . < <Hence if C (u SL 9 then Z rZ s 3 and if C ( SL 9 then Z rZ2 a b 2 a b
4 < < 4s 3 ; in particular, Z rZ F 3 . Since by 2.14 we can generate L by twoa b a
< < 8Sylow 3-subgroups we get Z F 3 .a
By 6.10, Z is irreducible as L -module.a a
 . < < 4 6 < < 4Case Q ( PSL 9 . Then by 2.10 Z s 3 or 3 . Moreover, if Z s 32 a a
< < < < 3  . < <then Z s 3 and therefore Z rZ s 3 and C (u SL 9 and if Z rZb a b 2 a b
6 < < 2 < < 4  .s 3 then Z s 3 and therefore Z rZ s 3 and C ( SL 9 .b a b 2
< < 5 < < 2Case Q ( M . Remark 2.10 gives that Z s 3 and Z s 3 or 3 . If11 a b
< < < < 4  . < < 2Z s 3 then Z rZ s 3 and C ( SL 9 and if Z s 3 thenb a b 2 b
< < 3  .Z rZ s 3 and C (u SL 9 .a b 2
 .  .  .  .COROLLARY 8.13. 1 If Q ( PSL 9 and C ( SL 3 then L , L2 2 a b
 4  . 1q2q2  ..; 3 PSL 9 , 3 SL 3 .2 2
 .  .  .  4  .2 If Q ( PSL 9 and C ( 2 ? A then L , L ; 3 PSL 9 ,2 5 a b 2
1q4 .3 2 ? A .5
 .  . 1q4  .  4  .3 If Q ( PSL 9 and C ( 2 A then L , L ; 3 PSL 9 ,2 y 5 a b 2
1q4 1q4 .3 2 A .y 5
 .  .  .  .  6  .4 If Q ( PSL 9 and C ( SL 9 then L , L ; 3 PSL 9 ,2 2 a b 2
1q1q4  ..3 SL 9 .2
 .  .  .  55 If Q ( M and C ( SL 3 then L , L ; 3 M ,11 2 a b 11
1q1q2q2  ..3 SL 3 .2
 .  .  5 1q1q46 If Q ( M and C ( 2 ? A then L , L ; 3 M , 3 2 ?11 5 a b 11
.A .5
 .  .  .  57 If Q ( M and C ( SL 9 then L , L ; 3 M ,11 2 a b 11
1q4  ..3 PSL 9 .2
Proof. By 8.12, Q s Z is an irreducible elementary abelian normala a
subgroup of L . Moreover,a
< < 4Q s 3 if Q ( PSL 9 and C (u SL 9 , .  .a 2 2
< < 6Q q 3 if Q ( PSL 9 and C ( SL 9 .  .a 2 2
and
< < 5Q s 3 if Q ( M .a 11
Thus, the structure of L is as given in the corollary.a
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Notice now that in all the above cases, D is central as by 8.9 we haveb
 .  .  .  . < <D s Z . Moreover in cases 1 , 2 , 3 , and 7 , D s 3 and for the restb b b
< < 2of the cases we have D s 3 .b
< < 4Finally, in all the cases, Q rZ s 3 and hence Q rZ is an irre-b b b b
 .  .  .  .  .ducible L -module whenever C (u SL 3 which proves 2 , 3 , 4 , 6 ,b 2
 .  .and 7 . By 8.4 though, t inverts Q rZ . Since by 2.10 SL 3 has ab b b 2
 . 2  .  .unique faithful irreducible GF 3 -module which is of order 3 , 1 and 5
follow.
 .  5 1q4 .LEMMA 8.14. The case L , L ; 3 M , 2 A is impossible.a b 11 y 5
 .  :Proof. Let L s L rQ . Since O L r t is the even permutationb b b 2 b b
 .module, S centralizes a group D of order 8 in O L . It is easy to see that2 b
w xD ( D . Let D* be the inverse image of D in L . Then D*, S F Q F S8 b b
 .and so D F N S s B. Now recall the definition of K from 3.16 and letGb
 : < <D s K l D* and pick t g D R t with t s 2. Since t inverts Q lb b a
 : w xQ rZ and t s t, D , t neither centralizes nor inverts Q l Q rZ .b b b a b b
< < 2 <w x < w x w xSince Q l Q rZ s 3 , Q l Q rZ , t s 3. Now Z , t F Z , La b b a b b b b b
w x w x w x <w x <s 1 and Q , t F Q , B l S, D F Q l Q and we get Q , t s 3.a a a b a
Similarly,
2Q , t s Q l Q rZ , t s 3 .a b a b b b
Since M has no outer automorphism and only one class of involutions,11
w g xthere exits g g L so that t t , L F Q . Since Q is an irreduciblea b a a a
L -modul, t g t centralizes or inverts Q . In the first casea b a
gQ , t s Q , ta a b
and in the second case
gQ , t s C t . .a Q ba
<w g x < <w x < <w x < 2But Q , t s Q , t s 3, Q , t s 3 , anda a a b
5 2 3< <C t s Q r Q , t s 3 r3 s 3 . .Q b a a ba
So, in both cases we obtain a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem P. It follows from 7.1, 7.2, 8.13, and 8.14.
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